IAM for Success: 7-day assessment
Condatis, in partnership with ITC Secure are offering an end-toend identity assessment focusing on how your organisation
secures and manages internal and external identities.
We will run a series of workshops using a combined approach and
provide you with a scoring system derived from Microsoft best
practices to identify your current state.
The assessment is combined with a prioritised set of actionable
recommendations and the benefits to your organisation,
highlighting the Azure products and features already paid for that
you can leverage further.

The assessment includes:
1 x ½ day workshop | Identity Fundamentals on
Azure.
1 x ½ day workshop | Your identity journey in
your business context.

1 x ½ day workshop | Your future roadmap
whiteboard solution design.
1 – 2 day documentation | IAM Strategy for
Success document.
1 – 2 day documentation | Identity Maturity
Scoring Model documentation.

Condatis is a UK leader for bespoke
external identity solutions that
streamline IT infrastructures to drive
growth, reduce friction and improve
security.
We are a Microsoft Gold Partner and
specialise in Azure Active Directory
B2C consultancy and custom
integration.
Condatis is one of only four global
partners chosen by Microsoft to
assist customers with Azure AD
Verifiable Credentials
implementation.
We support our customers’ technical
team to guide them through
strategy, design, deployment, and
technology support.
Our tailored solutions facilitate
innovation for our clients, helping
build safer digital services and
journeys.

condatis.com

ITC Secure is an advisory-led
cyber security services company.
We have a 25+ year track record
of delivering business-critical
services to over 300 blue-chip
organisations – bringing together
the best minds in security, a
relentless focus on customer
service and advanced
technological expertise to help
businesses succeed.
With our integrated delivery
model, proprietary platform and
customer-first mindset, we work
as an extension of your team
throughout your cyber journey
and always think not only about
you, but also your customers and
the reputation of your brand.

ITC Secure is a certified Great
Place to Work® and is
headquartered in London, UK.
With a dynamic balance of the
best in people, technology and
governance, we make cyber
resilience your competitive
advantage.

itcsecure.com

